
CHILDREN SAFE UGANDA (CSU) 

END OF MAY 2021 REPORT 

Dear Partners and Friends of Children Safe Uganda, 

Greetings from Bweya 

Hope you find this report on May progress interesting. 

In order to enhance 

improved staff  

performance and quality of 

work, all our staff have 

been taken through a 

counseling trainings at least 

once every week and there 

has been great 

improvement.  

It was fun and feasting as children were 

treated to a surprise birthday party 

Lunch which was fully organized and 

sponsored by  MEALS OF HOPE headed 

by Chef Mike. A moment characterized 

by  merry making, feasting on food 

varieties including liking ice cream left 

the children appreciating God for 

creating philanthropic men and women 

Birthday Party Celebrations 



Yields from the Home Garden 

It has been a rewarding month to 

CSU’s efforts in gardening as the 

tomato gardens  yielded  good 

harvests  bringing excitement to both 

the staff and children. The garden 

has also continued to contribute a 

great part on supplementing the 

children’s diet 

Children’s Studies 

I feel bad to report that after escalating numbers of Covid-19 cases, 

all schools were again forced to close through the presidential 

directive  as one way to control the spread of this horrible disease. It is 

indeed a hard time for the children mostly for those in classes P.1 to 

P.3 who were just waiting a day way to report back to school.  

Conclusion AND Prayers  

Dear Friends and partners of CSU, please pray for the work of BWEYA. 

And the children in particular; hey they are going through a difficult 

time after the closure of schools for a second time. 

ii. Pray for Uganda and all people; everyone seems to be confused 

with the direction we are taking after the second wave of Covid-19 

that is turning everything upside down and many deaths reported 

each day.  

Our thoughts and prayers are also with you thanks for every support 

Moses and Team 


